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Agenda

• Introductions
• Review CRSTT Mission, Goals and Objectives
• Discuss status of CRSTT work products




Focus Area Documents
Video Event Files
Use Case Documents

• Update from last meeting (25th Feb 2020)
• Short Brainstorming Session




Monitoring and alarming criteria for Inverter Based resources
“Real-time identification of non-modeled behavior
Inertia monitoring

• Adjourn
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CRSTT Mission, Goals, and Objectives
• CRSTT’s mission, goals, and objectives can be found
on the NASPI CRSTT webpage:
https://www.naspi.org/crstt
• Other items on the CRSTT web page:
– CRSTT Work Plan
– Use case document, mis-operations with PMU Data
Summary Table
– PMU versus SCADA video events summary video
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Focus Area Documents
1. System Islanding Detection and Blackstart Restoration – Posted
June 2015.


(Kleitsch – ATC, Cassiadoro – TRS)

2. Using Synchrophasor Data for Voltage Stability Assessment –
Posted Nov. 2015.


(Farantatos – EPRI, Vaiman – V&R Energy)

3. Using Synchrophasor Data for Phase Angle Monitoring – Posted
May 2016.
(Cassiadoro – TRS, Nuthalapati – LCRA)
 Response received from very few (3)
 NDR will follow-up again. Please provide responses so we can update the
document.

4. Enhanced State Estimation Survey –Preliminary responses
received; more analysis needed.
(Vaiman – V&R Energy, Kleitsch – ATC)
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Focus Area Documents (cont’d)
5. Using Synchrophasor Data for Oscillation Detection – Posted
Feb. 2018.
(Nuthalapati –LCRA, Dyer –EPG, Blevins and Rjagopalan –ERCOT, Patel -EPRI)

6. Using Synchrophasor Data to Determine Disturbance Location –
Posted Feb. 2019.
(Nuthalapati – LCRA, Zweigle –SEL Inc., Cassiadoro –TRS)

7. Using Synchrophasor Data to Monitor Reactive Power Balancing
– FUTURE? May develop use case document instead
(Cassiadoro -TRS, Peak –Zhang, Vaiman –V&R Energy)

We will continue to update these documents but do not expect
to develop any new documents in this format.
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Video Event Files
Objective – Continue
building library of events to
demonstrate value PMU
data provides when
analyzing abnormal events
and disturbances.
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Use Case Documents
Objective – Develop docs that demonstrate ways
that grid operators and electric utilities are using
synchrophasor data to provide operational value.

Reference: Using Synchrophasor Data to Diagnose Equipment Health and Misoperations Event Summary Table
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Time-Synched Measures Training Update
2019: TRS and PNNL collaborated to develop a Use of
Time-Synchronized Measurements in the Real-time Ops
Horizon training course (8 CEH).
2020: TRS and PNNL to build on existing training by
developing a Time-Synchronized Measurements
Simulation Training course (8 CEH).
Related Objective: Work with industry to develop
improved operational use cases that clearly
demonstrate how synchrophasor technology can be
used to perform reliability-related tasks.
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Ops Use Cases – General Strategy & Approach
 Engage Industry – Collaborate with grid operators and
electric utilities, vendors and others to develop cases.
 Focus on Reliability-Related Tasks – Build cases that
highlight use of synchrophasor technology to perform
reliability-related tasks.
 Apply Consistent Structure – Create a common framework
for presenting cases.
 Present All Pertinent Info – Expand beyond sub-set of
PMU data trends presented in most current cases.
 Introduce Enhanced Visualizations – Make it easier access
info and understand how it can be used to inform
operational decisions.
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Meetings Minutes – February 25, 2020
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Feb. 25, 2020 Mtg. Minutes (Cont.)
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Brainstorming Session

Objective – Open discussion about what we should be
doing to prepare for the change in generation profile to
provide situational awareness to System Operators
• Monitoring and alarming criteria for Inverter-Based Resources
– Example response for one plant on our system. Compare to Blue Cut fire
(NERC SMS report) with 2 GWs lost.
– What do Operators (T&D) need to know in real-time to respond to these
events when penetration levels reach 40% - 50% - ….
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Brainstorming Session (cont’d)

• “Real-time identification of responses that don’t match modeled
responses
– Now that we can see the dynamic response of resources on the system,
how do we let the right people know when those responses don’t look
“right”
– What tools do we need to compare modeled behavior to actual so we can
flag when equipment doesn’t respond as expected
– Do we need real time identification or is post event acceptable?
– Example plant response to breaker open with 25 degree phase angle
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Brainstorming Session (cont’d)
• Inertia monitoring
– Concerns being expressed regarding the loss of system inertia as we
replace spinning mass with inverter-based facilities
– How do we determine what normal inertia levels are if we don’t monitor
them?
– What, if any tools are needed to track and possibly make inertia
information visible in real time to support real time operations?
• Impacts to system protection operation
• Stability impacts
• Is this a synchrophasor problem or can other data be used to calculate?

• Other problems we need to think about solving in the 2-5 year
time frame that synchrophasor data can help with?
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Other Miscellaneous
• Update on Webinar Panel Sessions held in April 14-15, 2020

 Presentations available at https://www.naspi.org/webinars

• Future Webinar Topics
 CIP Vs PMUs
 PMU Placement criteria for ISOs
 …….
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Register:
www.naspi.org/node/831
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CRSTT – Primary Contacts
Name: Michael Cassiadoro
Email: mcassiadoro@totalreliabilitysolutions.com, Phone: 360-836-9008
Name: Jim Kleitsch
Email: jkleitsch@atcllc.com, Phone: 608-877-8102
Name: Sarma Nuthalapati (NDR)
Email: ndrsarma@ieee.org; Phone: 512 801 3191
If you want to be added to the CRSTT or DisTT email list please contact
teresa.carlon@pnnl.gov

NASPI Distribution Task Team
Monthly Meeting
May 26, 2020
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Agenda
Introductions – anyone new?
Mission Statement
DisTT Report progress update
Gaps and questions
Round Table

Mission Statement
The mission of the NASPI Distribution Task Team is to foster the use and
capabilities of networked PMUs at the medium-voltage distribution level,
beyond the substation.
This group will share information in support of effective research,
development and deployment of distribution PMUs.
We aim to create a community to solve technical and other challenges
specific to distribution PMU technology and applications.

DisTT Report progress update
1. Second draft has been sent to DisTT email list.
2. Document is now in Overleaf (Latex).
3. A few more contributions/references have been received and are
being incorporated into the document.

Timeline:
• Formatted draft for circulation at WG meeting 4/10/20 DONE
• Second draft to DisTT 5/22/20 DONE
• Final deadline for input and comments Friday, 5/29/20.
• Review by NASPI Leadership Team, post to NASPI website in June.

DisTT Report: Gaps and Questions
• Some initially envisioned sections will need to be omitted, since
nobody stepped forward to write them – that’s okay; we can save
those topics for next time.
• One important topic we’ve had difficulty addressing:
Explicit performance requirements for distribution PMUs.
Why is this so hard?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Requirements vary a lot by specific application, so it’s hard to generalize.
There’s not enough field experience yet to really know the requirements.
None of us feel qualified to make grand proclamations.
Other?

• Hot topic: Wildfire mitigation. Who is working in this area? Any
interest in having a focused group discussion on this topic?

Round Table Discussion

DisTT Contacts
Sascha von Meier
Adjunct Professor, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
UC Berkeley vonmeier@berkeley.edu
Dan Dietmeyer
Senior Engineer, System Protection and Control Engineering, SDG&E
ddietmeyer@sdge.com

